outputpower and far-field angle are, to our knowledge, the best of any monolithic 1.55 pm singlemode VCSEL to date. Singlemode CW operation was observed from -20 to 55°C. We expect to be able to reduce the threshold current and extend operation to higher temperatures with further optimisation of device design and gain offset.
Analysis of leaky modes in circular dielectric rod waveguides
characteristic equation for the TE mode is identical with that for the TM mode, except for the material constants and the hybrid mode can he represented by the linear combination of the two transverse modes. The characteristic equation afthe TM made with a time convention of ej,,,, IS as follows: where J, and H i (m = 0, 1) are the mth order Bessel function and the Hankel function of the second kind, respectively; srl and &r2 are the dielectric constants of the dielectric rod and free space, respectively, a is the radius of the dielectric 104 and k, and k, are the complex transverse propagation constants in the dielectric region and free space region, respectively, and are related to the normalised complex propagation constant, 3. which is normalised with the free s~a c e wave number. k,.
The normalised complex propagation constant is composed of the normalised phase constant, 8, and normalised attenuation constant, i
Davidenko's method is used to determine both the normalised phase and the normalised attenuation constants. The resulting normalised phase and normalised attenuation constants are substituted into (1) and chccked based on the accuracy of the retumed value compared with zero, achieving tolerances under IO-'' for both the real and imaginaly parts. Figs. 1 and 2 show the normalised phase and normalised attenuation constants of a dielectric rod waveguide for the leaky modes and guided modes, respectively. Two design parameters, i.e. the dielectric constant and radius of the dielectric rod, were arbitrarily chosen to be 5.0 and 5.0mm, respectively. The cutoff frequencies of the guided mode were 11.48, 26.36, 41.32, and 56.30 GHr for the TMol, TMo2, TM,,, and TMo4 modes, respectively, and below these cutoff frequencies, nonzero values for the normalised attenuation constants were introduced. Fig. 3 shows on an enlarged scale the normalised phase constant when the value of the normalised phase constant was near unity In Fig. 1 , at low frequencies near zero, the normalised phase constants exceeded unity; this reeime has no ohvsical meanine 131. and the "mer limits of the " . , I . I ..
Results and diseucsion:
nonphysical regime were 3.51.1.98, 1.95, and 1.94GHz for theTMol, TMo2, TMon, and TMo4 modes, respectively, shifting towards lower frequencies with a higher mode. Above these frequency limits, as seen in ~i~, 1, the normalised phase decreased to a minimum point, then increased again up to unity. This regime corresponds to the physical leaky mode [4], as the higher,mode had the lower value for thc minimum point of the normalised phase constant, at which point the frequencies shifted to a higher frequency. This physical leaky mode reeime can be divided into two distinct reeions an antenna Ki Young Kim, Heung-Sik Tae and Jeong-Hae Lee 
Concliuion:
The leaky mode characteristics of circular rod dielectric waveguides were analysed from normalised complex propagation constants precisely determined using Davidenka's method. For the several lower-order TM leaky modes, the nonphysical leaky mode regions, antenna mode regions, reactive made regions, and spectral gap regions were all investigated relative to the operating frequency.
frequency. GHz Fig. 3 
